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w x  .In 3 Dade made a conjecture expressing the number k B, d of characters of a
given defect d in a given p-block B of a finite group G in terms of the
 .corresponding numbers k b, d for blocks b of certain p-local subgroups of G.
w xSeveral different forms of this conjecture are given in 5 .
Dade claims that the most complicated form of this conjecture, called the
w x``Inductive Conjecture 5.8'' in 5 , will hold for all finite groups if it holds for all
covering groups of finite simple groups. In this paper we verify the inductive
conjecture for all covering groups of the third Janko group J in the notation of3
w x.the Atlas 1 . This is one step in the inductive proof of the conjecture for all finite
groups.
Certain properties of J simplify our task. The Schur Multiplier of J is cyclic of3 3
 w x.order 3 see 1, p. 82 . Hence, there are just two covering groups of J , namely J3 3
itself and a central extension 3 ? J of J by a cyclic group Z of order 3. We treat3 3
these two covering groups separately.
 .  w x.The outer automorphism group Out J of J is cyclic of order 2 see 1, p. 82 .3 3
w xIn this case Dade affirms in 5, Section 6 that the inductive conjecture for J is3
w xequivalent to the much weaker ``Invariant Conjecture 2.5'' in 5 . Furthermore,
w xDade has proved in 6 that this Invariant Conjecture holds for all blocks with cyclic
defect groups. The Sylow p-subgroups of J are cyclic of order p for all primes3
< <dividing J except 2 and 3. So we only need to verify the Invariant Conjecture for3
the two primes p s 2 and p s 3. We do that in Theorem 2.10.1 and Theorem 3.6.1
below.
 < .The group Out 3 ? J Z of outer automorphisms of 3 ? J centralizing Z is trivial3 3
 w x.see 1, p. 82 . In this case Dade affirms that the Inductive Conjecture is
w x w xequivalent to the ``Projective Conjecture 4.4'' in 5 . Again, Dade has shown in 6
that this projective conjecture holds for all blocks with cyclic defect groups. So we
only need to verify the projective conjecture for p s 2 and p s 3. We do that in
Theorem 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.3.1.
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For the above reasons the four Theorems 2.10.1, 3.6.1, 4.4.2, and 4.3.1 below are
sufficient to prove the inductive form of Dade's conjecture for all covering groups
of J .3
This paper is my Ph.D. thesis. It would not have been possible without the help
and infinite patience of my advisor Everett Dade. Q 1997 Academic Press
PART I. THE CONJECTURES
In this part we explain the notation and definitions necessary to state
the conjectures which we will verify in the latter part of this paper. We
w xfollow 5 , discussing p-chains in Section 1.1 and blocks of characters in
Section 1.2. The invariant conjecture is given in Section 1.3 and the
projective conjecture in Section 1.4.
1.1. Radical p-Chains
Let G be any finite group and let p be any prime. We will define
``H F G'' as ``H is a subgroup of G.'' We will define ``H 1 G'' as ``H is a}
 .normal subgroup of G.'' The center of G will be denoted by Z G . We will
depict conjugation exponentially so that s t s ty1st and Ht s ty1Ht for
 .  .s , t g G and H F G. If H, K F G, then N H and C H will be usedK K
to denote the normalizer and centralizer, respectively, of H in K. The
 .largest normal p-subgroup of G will be denoted by O G . If P is ap
 .p-group, then V P will denote its subgroup generated by all s g P
satisfying s p s 1. The commutator of two elements a and b of G will be
w x y1 y1denoted by a, b s a b ab. The commutator of two subgroups K and
w x  y1 y1 < :L will be denoted by K, L s k l kl for k g K, l g L .
DEFINITION 1.1.1. A radical p-subgroup of G is a subgroup P F G
satisfying
P s O N P . . .p G
 .    ...Since N P F N V Z P for any p-subgroup P of G, it is clear thatG G
P is a radical p-subgroup of G if and only if it is a radical p-subgroup of
   ...N V Z P . Hence the nontrivial radical p-subgroups of G are amongG
 .the radical p-subgroups of the N H , where H runs over the nontrivialG
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G. If P is a radical p-subgroup of G
  ..  .such that V Z P s H, then P F C H .G
DEFINITION 1.1.2. A p-chain C of G is any nonempty, strictly increas-
ing chain
C : P - P - P - ??? - P0 1 2 n
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< <of p-subgroups P of G. The length of such a chain is C s n, the numberi
of its inclusions. For any integer i s 0, 1, . . . , n we use C to denote thei
initial subchain C : P - P - ??? - P of length i. We denote by C si 0 1 i
 .C G the family of all p-chains of G. The group G acts by conjugation on
this family. If s g G, then s sends the above p-chain C to the conjugate
p-chain
Cs : P s - P s - ??? - P s.0 1 n
The stabilizer of C in any subgroup K of G is the ``normalizer''
N C s N P l N P l ??? l N P . .  .  .  .K K 0 K 1 K n
Note that
N C s N C l N P if n G 1. .  .  .K K ny1 K n
DEFINITION 1.1.3. A radical p-chain of G is a p-chain
C : P - P - ??? - P0 1 n
of G such that
P s O G .0 p
 .and P is a radical p-subgroup of N C for i s 1, . . . , n. This lasti G iy1
condition is equivalent to
P s O N C for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. . .i p G i
 .We denote by R s R G the family of all radical p-chains of G. The
family R is invariant under the conjugation action of G on p-chains. We
denote by RrG an arbitrary set of representatives for the G-orbits in R.
1.2. Characters and Blocks
Let G be a group, let H be a subgroup of G and let C be the field of
 .complex numbers. We denote by Irr H the set of all irreducible C-char-
acters of H. Since C is a splitting field of characteristic zero for H, the
 .  . < <  .degree f 1 of any f g Irr H divides the order H of H. The defect d f
of f is the largest nonnegative integer d such that pd divides the integer
< <  .  .  .H rf 1 . We denote by Blk H the set of all p-blocks of H, and by d b
 .  .the usual defect of any given b g Blk H . Any character f g Irr H lies
 .in a unique p-block of H, a p-block which we denote by b f .
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 . wIf b g Blk H induces a block B of G in the sense of Brauer 14, p.
x G G w x320 , we write B s b . Otherwise, b is not defined. By 7, V. 5.1 the
induced block bG is defined for any block b of any subgroup H F G
satisfying
PC P F H F N P 1.2.1 .  .  .G G
for some p-subgroup P of G. We shall apply this when H is the
 .normalizer N C of some radical P-chain C : P - P - ??? - P of G.G 0 1 n
 .  .  . GSince P C P F N C F N P , the induced block b is defined forn G n G G n
 .any block b of N C .G
We are going to use several times the following well-known result.
 .PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Assume that P is a p-subgroup of G with C P F PG
1 G. Then the principal block B is the unique p-block of G.
w xProof. This is 7, V.3.11 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.2.3. Let H be a subgroup of G such that 1.2.1 is satisfied
for some p-subgroup P. Then the principal block of H induces the principal
block of G.
w xProof. This is a consequence of 7, V.6.2 .
PROPOSITION 1.2.4. Two irreducible characters x and x of G belong toi j
the same p-block if and only if
G : C s x s rx 1 ' G : C s x s rx 1 mod p .  .  .  .  .  .  .G i i G j j
for all elements s of G, where p is a prime di¨ isible by p in a suitable
cyclotomic field.
w xProof. See 7, IV.4.2 .
 .Suppose that f g Irr H for some H F G. We say that f lies under a
 .character x g Irr G if f is an irreducible constituent of the restriction
x of x to a character of H. In that case we also say that x lies o¨er f.H
 < .  .We denote by Irr G f the set of all x g Irr G lying over f. Clearly,
 < .  < g . g  g .Irr G f s Irr G f for any g g G, where f g Irr H is defined by
g g .  .f h s f h for all h g H.
Now let N be any normal subgroup of G.
 .PROPOSITION 1.2.5. The characters in Irr N lying under a fixed character
 .x g Irr G form a single G-conjugacy class.
w xProof. See 10, V.17.3 .
 . We fix a character c g Irr N , and denote by H the stabilizer h gc
< h 4H c s c of c in any subgroup H F G. Note that N 1 H whenever} c
N 1 H.}
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 < .PROPOSITION 1.2.6. Induction of characters is a bijection of Irr H cc
 < .onto Irr H c whene¨er N 1 H F G. This bijection multiplies character}
w xdegrees by the index H : H of H in H.c c
w xProof. See 10, V.17.5 .
Clifford theory also gives us a Clifford extension for c in G. This is a
Ä Äcentral extension G of some finite subgroup Z of the multiplicative group
Ca of the complex numbers by the factor group G rN. There is an exactc
sequence
1} eÄ6 6Ä Ä1 ª Z G G rN ª 1c
Ä Ä ain which Z is both a central subgroup of G and a subgroup of C .
a Ä ÄInclusion in C is a faithful linear character r of Z. It follows that Z isÄ
cyclic.
ÄLet H be any subgroup of G containing N, and H be the correspond-c
Ä y1 Ä .ing subgroup of G, i.e., the inverse image e HrN of HrN in G.Ä
Ä < .  < .Clifford theory also gives us a bijection of Irr H r into Irr H c . TheÄ
 w xexact definition of this bijection is irrelevant here see 4, Section 12 for
.details . But that definition does give two properties of the Clifford
correspondence which we can state as
Ä Ä < .PROPOSITION 1.2.7. If f g Irr H r corresponds in Clifford theory toÄ
Ä Ä < .  .  .  .f g Irr H c , then f 1 s f 1 c 1 . If , in addition, g g G and g g GÄ c
gÄ y1 gÄ .  .ha¨e the same image e g s gN in G rN, then H s e H is theÄ Ä Äc
g gÄ gÄÄ Ä Ä < .subgroup of G corresponding to H F G , and the character f g Irr H rÄc
g  g < .corresponds in Clifford theory to f g Irr H c .
w xProof. See 4, 12.14 and 12.15 .
ÄWe should remark that the Clifford extension G for c in G is only
determined to within an equivalence relation which can be defined as
follows. Another central extension
1 X} eÄX X6 6Ä Ä1 ª Z G G rN ª 1c
ÄX a Äof a finite subgroup Z of C by G rN is equivalent to G if the centralc
ÄÄX Ä ÄÄX ÄX Ä ÄX ÄÄX .  .products ZZ (G and ZZ (G of G and G with the subgroup ZZ of
a ÄÄXC are isomorphic as central extensions of ZZ by G rN.c
 .A special situation occurs when we can extend the character c g Irr N
e  .to a character c g Irr G .c
 . e  .PROPOSITION 1.2.8. If c g Irr N extends to c g Irr G , and if N Fc
e e .  .  .H F G , then map f ¬ fc : h ¬ f hN c h is a bijection of Irr HrNc
 < . e .  .onto Irr H c . This bijection multiplies character degrees by c 1 s c 1 . If
g N g .  .g g G and f g Irr HrN , then this bijection sends f g Irr H rN toc
g N e e g g .  < .f c s fc g Irr H c .
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w xProof. See 2, 11.7 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.2.9. A character c g Irr N can be extended to a charac-
e  . e  .ter c g Irr G if and only if it can be extended to a character c g Irr Gc q c , q
< <for each prime q di¨ iding G rN . Here G is any subgroup of G contain-c c , q c
ing N such that G rN is a Sylow q-subgroup of G rN.c , q c
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 1.2.7 that c can be extended to a
e Ä .  < .character c g Irr G if and only if Irr G r contains a linear character.Äc
Ä ÄThis happens if and only if G is equivalent to a split extension of Z by
ÄG rN, i.e., if and only if we can choose the Clifford extension G to bec
Ä  .isomorphic to Z = G rN . Cohomology theory tells us that this happensc
Ä Ä  .if and only if the inverse image G in G of a Sylow q-subgroup G rN ofq c q
ÄG rN is equivalent to a split extension of Z for each prime q dividingc
< <  w x.G rN see 10, Ex. 63, I.17 . Applying the above arguments with G inc c , q
place of G , we see that this happens if and only if c can be extended toc
< <G for each prime q dividing G rN .c , q c
 wSince c can always be extended to G rN if G rN is cyclic see 10,c , q c , q
x.V.17.12 , we have
PROPOSITION 1.2.10. If G rN has cyclic Sylow q-subgroups G rN forc c , q
< <each prime q di¨ iding G rN , then c can be extended to a characterc
e  .c g Irr G .c
1.3. The In¨ariant Conjecture
Now we embed G as a normal subgroup in a larger finite group E. We
fix an epimorphism e : E ¸ E of finite groups with kernel G. So we have
an exact sequence
1} e6 61 ª G E E ª 1
of finite groups and their homomorphisms. For any p-chain C of G we
 .   ..define N C to be e N C . Since the kernel of the epimorphismE E
 .  .  .  .e : N C ª N C is the normal subgroup N C of N C , we have anE E G E
exact sequence
1} e6 61 ª N C N C N C ª 1 .  .  .G E E
of finite groups associated with C.
 .   ..The above group N C acts by conjugation on the set Irr N C of allE G
 .irreducible C-characters f of its normal subgroup N C . We denote byG
 .  .N C, f the stabilizer in N C of any such f, and byE E
N C , f s e N C , f .  . .E E
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 .  .the image of that stabilizer in E. Since N C is contained in N C, f , weG E
have an exact sequence
1} e6 61 ª N C N C , f N C , f ª 1 .  .  .G E E
  ..associated with any p-chain C of G and any character f g Irr N C .G
From now on we fix a p-block B of G, an integer d G 0 and a subgroup
F of E.
 .DEFINITION 1.3.1. For any p-chain C of G we denote by k C, B , d, F
  ..the number of characters f g Irr N C satisfyingG
Gd f s d , b f s B , N C , f s F. .  .  .E
 .The integer k C, B , d, F depends only on the G-conjugacy class of the
p-chain C. So the sum in the following conjecture is well defined.
 .  .The In¨ariant Conjecture 1.3.2. If O G s 1 and d B ) 0, thenp
< <Cy1 k C , B , d , F s 0. 1.3.3 .  .  .
CgRrG
The above conjecture depends on the extension E of G and the
epimorphism e : E ª E as well as the p-block B of G, the integer d, and
the subgroup F of E. We say that ``it holds for G,'' if it holds for the group
 .G and any choice of E, e , B , d, and F. When Z G s 1 we can identify G
 .with the subgroup Inn G of inner automorphisms in the automorphism
 .group Aut G of G. Then Conjecture 1.3.2 holds for G if and only if it
 .holds in the special case where E s Aut G and e is the natural epimor-
 .  .phism of Aut G onto the outer automorphism group Out G s
 .  .Aut G rInn G .
 .  .In our case, G s J satisfies Z G s O G s 1. Furthermore, we may3 p
 .take E s Aut G which is an extension G ? 2 s J ? 2 of G. Then we may3
 .take E s Out G ( Z . So F is either Z or Z . In order to simplify2 1 2
 .  .notation we write k C, B , d, i for k C, B , d, Z whenever i s 1, 2. So thei
invariant conjecture in this case is:
In¨ariant Conjecture 1.3.4. If B is a p-block of G s J such that3
 .d B ) 0, if d is any nonnegative integer, and if i s 1, 2, then
< <Cy1 k C , B , d, i s 0. 1.3.5 .  .  .
CgRrG
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1.4. The Projecti¨ e Conjecture
Next we go back to an arbitrary finite group G. We pick some central
extension Z ? G of a cyclic group Z by G. So we fix an exact sequence
1 h} 6 6
1 ª Z Z ? G G ª 1
of groups such that Z is a cyclic central subgroup of Z ? G. Then any
 .p-chain C of G has a normalizer N C in Z ? G, the inverse imageZ?G
y1  ..h N C of its normalizer in G.G
We fix a faithful linear character r of Z in addition to the nonnegative
integer d. The earlier p-block B of G is now replaced by a p-block BU of
 .Z ? G lying over the block b r of Z containing r.
 U < .DEFINITION 1.4.1. For any p-chain C of G we define k C, B , d r to
  . < .  .be the number of characters f g Irr N C r such that d f s d andZ?G
 . Ub f induces the p-block B of G.
 U < .Note that k C, B , d r depends only on the G-conjugacy class of the
p-chain C. So the sum in the following conjecture is well defined.
 .The Projecti¨ e Conjecture 1.4.2. If O G s 1 and the Sylow p-subgroupp
Z of Z is not a defect group of BU , thenp
< <C U <y1 k C , B , d r s 0. 1.4.3 .  . .
CgRrG
We say that this conjecture ``holds for Z ? G'' if it holds for all choices of
r, BU , and d.
PART II. THE PRIME p s 2
In this part we verify Invariant Conjecture 1.3.4 for G s J and the3
prime p s 2. In Section 2.1 we give a description of the centralizer of an
involution in G, in Section 2.2 we give a description of the other maximal
2-local subgroups of G and in Section 2.3 we list the radical 2-subgroups
and 2-chains of G. In the rest of the sections we analyze the normalizers of
radical 2-chains leading to the verification of the Invariant Conjecture in
Section 2.10.
2.1. Centralizer of In¨olution
w xThe following properties of G s J can be found in Janko's paper 12 .3
The group G has only one conjugacy class of involutions. If z is an
 . w xinvolution in G and H s C z , then by 12, Lemma 2.13 , the group H isG
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a semi-direct product
H s E i A0 . 2.1.1 .5
Here E is an extra special group of order 25 which is the central product
w xof a dihedral group of order 8 and a quaternion group 12, Lemma 2.2 .
Also A0 is an alternating group of degree 5 acting faithfully on E. The5
 .  .  : w xcentralizer C E is Z E s z by 12, Lemma 2.1 .G
We can describe the structure of this semi-direct product E i A0 quite5
 4explicitly. Let V be the 5-element set 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and S be the symmetric5
group of degree 5 operating on V. We begin by forming the Clifford
 w x.algebra C see 15 , which is the associative algebra over Q generated by5
a unity 1 and elements e , for each i g V, subject only to the relationsi
e2 s y1,i
e e s ye e if i / ji j j i
for any i, j g V. Then the algebra C has dimension 25 and a basis5
 41, e , e , e , e , e , e e , e e , . . . , e e , e e e , . . . , e e e , . . . ,1 2 3 4 5 1 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 3 3 4 5
consisting of all products e e ??? e , where 1 F i - i - ??? - i F 5i i i 1 2 k1 2 k
and k G 0. Look at the subgroup G of the unit group of this algebra
generated by the e for i g V. The elements of G are the productsi
"e e ??? e , where k G 0 and 1 F i - i - ??? - i F 5. The order ofi i i 1 2 k1 2 k6  .G is 2 . The center Z G is the cyclic group of order 4 generated by
2  4s s e e e e e . Note that s s y1. The quotient group G s Gr "1 is1 2 3 4 5
elementary abelian of order 25. It is generated by the images e of thei
elements e for 1 F i F 5. These generators e satisfy the conditionsi i
e2 s 1, e e s e e for any i , j g V .i i j j i
The subgroup of G generated by s s e e e e e has a unique S -1 2 3 4 5 5
 < :  :invariant complement e e 1 F i - j F 5 in G. The inverse image of si j
Ä .  < :in G is Z G . The inverse image of e e 1 F i - j F 5 is the subgroup Ei j
of G given by
Ä < < 4E s "1 j "e e 1 F i - j F 5 j "e e e e 1 F i - j - k - l F 5 . 4  4i j i j k l
2.1.2 .
Ä 5The group E is an A -invariant extra special group of order 2 such that5
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  4ErZ E is elementary abelian and Z E s "1 . In fact, E is S -5
invariant.
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Ä 0 ÄWe can identify E with E and H s E i A with E i A . Then z is5 5
 .identified with y1. Since z is the only involution in Z E , the normalizer
of E in G is
N E s C z s H s E i A0 . 2.1.3 .  .  .G G 5
 .PROPOSITION 2.1.4. The extension group N E s H ? 2 is isoclinic toG?2
Ä Ä ÄE i A ? 2 s E i S , where S acts on elements in E by permuting their5 5 5
indices as abo¨e.
ÄProof. In order to prove that H ? 2 and E i S are isoclinic we have to5
Ä Ä .  . provide two isomorphisms, one of H ? 2rZ H ? 2 onto E i S rZ E i5
Ä Ä. w x w xS and one of H ? 2, H ? 2 onto E i S , E i S , such that the action of5 5 5
 . w xH ? 2rZ H ? 2 on H ? 2, H ? 2 induced by conjugation in H ? 2 is carried
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  . w xinto the action of E i S rZ E i S on E i S , E i S induced by5 5 5 5
Ä  w x.conjugation in E i S see 1, xxiii .5
Ä Ä .  .  :  .  .We know that Z H ? 2 s Z E s z and Z E i S s Z E s5
0 Ä : w x w x w" 1 . Furthermore H ? 2, H ? 2 s H, H s H s E i A and E i5
Ä Ä 0 ÄxS , E i S s E i A . We have already identified H s E i A with E i5 5 5 5
0 Ä 0 wA so that E s E and A s A . This provides the isomorphism of H ?5 5 5
Äx w x2, H ? 2 onto E i S , E i S . So the only problem is to construct a5 5
Ä .  :  :suitable isomorphism w of E i S r " 1 onto H ? 2r z . Of course,5
Ä .  :E i S r " 1 is isomorphic to the semi-direct product E i S , where5 5
Ä  :  :E s Er " 1 s Er z . Evidently, w must agree with the identification
Ä 0 .  :  :of E i A r " 1 s E i A with Hr z s E i A . We want to define5 5 5
 .w on the generator j s 12 of S modulo A .5 5
w xWe know from 1, p. 82 that H ? 2 is an extension of E by the group S .5
Hence there is an epimorphism f of H ? 2 onto S with kernel E such5
 . 0that f a s a for any a g A s A . We may pick an element u g H ? 25 5 5 5 5
 .y H so that f u s j .
  . .  . .  . .4The four group V s 1, 12 34 , 13 24 , 14 23 is a Sylow 2-subgroup
0 q  4 of A . Let E be E s Er "1 written additively. Then e e ,5 1 5
4 qe e , e e , e e form a Z -basis for E . The group V acts regularly and2 5 3 5 4 5 2
transitively on this basis. So
q w x w xE ( Z V as a Z V -module. 2.15 .1 2
n q.It follows that the cohomology group H V, E is zero for all n G 1.
q n 0 q.Since 2E s 0, the cohomology group H A , E is equal to its Sylow5
n 0 q. n q.2-subgroup H A , E , which is isomorphic to a subgroup of H V, E5 2
w x n 0 q.s 0 by 10, I.16.19 and 16.21 . Hence H A , E s 0 for all n ) 0.5
 .  . 0The factor group N E rZ E is a semi-direct product E i A , whereG 5
0 0  .  . 1 0 q.A is the isomorphic image of A in N E rZ E . Since H A , E s 0,5 5 G 5
there is only one E-conjugacy class of complements to E in EA0 . Conjuga-5
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 .  .tion by the element u in N E y N E permutes the complements ofG?2 G
E in E i A0 . Hence we can multiply u by an element e of E so that u e5
0  .  .normalizes the fixed complement A . Since f u e s f u s j , we may5
replace u by u e and assume that u normalizes A0 s A . This u normal-5 5
 . 0 0  .  0.uizes the inverse image Z E = A of A in N E . So A is another5 5 G 5
X  .  . 0 0complement A to Z E in Z E = A . Since A is perfect group,5 5 5
 . 0  . X X 0 0Z E = A s Z E = A implies A s A . Hence u leaves A invariant.5 5 5 5 5
Because f is the identity on A , this implies that conjugation by u in H ? 25
Ä 0agrees with conjugation by j in E i S on the common subgroup A s A5 5 5
of these two groups.
Now the map
uy1jc : x ¬ x .
0 Ä 0is an automorphism of E i A s E i A which is the identity on A s A .5 5 5 5
We claim that c is the identity map of E i A0 onto itself.5
For any a g A0 and e g E, we have5 5
cy1a c5 cc a a5 5e s e s e .  . .
cy1  .  0.since a s a . Evidently, c sends Z E s Z E i A onto itself. So it5 5 5
 0.  . 0induces an automorphism c of E i A rZ E s E i A acting as the5 5
identity on A0 . It follows that c restricts to an automorphism a of Eq as5
a Z A0 -module. But Eq is an absolutely irreducible Z A0 -module. So the2 5 2 5
 q.0unit a of End E ( Z must be the identity map of E onto itself.A 25
Therefore c is the identity map of E i A0 onto itself.5
Now c restricts to an automorphism a of E such that a acts as the
 .  . w xidentity on both Z E and E s ErZ E . By 10, I.17.1 there is a homo-
morphism
§ : E ª Z E .
such that
c e s e§ eZ E .  . .
for any e g E. Because c is the identity on A0, the map § must be a5
0 q  .q q  .qZ A -homomorphism of E into Z E . Since E and Z E are noniso-2 5
morphic simple Z A0-modules, § must be trivial. Hence c is identity on E2 5
and on A0. So it is identity on E i A0.5 5
2 2 2  .  :Since j s 1, it follows that u g H centralizes H. So u g Z H s z
 .  :is either z or 1. In both cases the image u of u in H ? 2 r z satisfies
2  :u s 1 and has the same conjugation action as j on Hr z s E i A . It5
 .  :follows that we can extend w from E i A to E i S s E i A i z by5 5 5
 .setting w j s u. This extended w preserves the actions of E i S and5
0 Ä Ä .  :H ? 2 r z on H s E i A s E i A . Hence the groups H ? 2 and E i5 5
S are isoclinic.5
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 :COROLLARY 2.1.6. The factor group H ? 2r z is isomorphic to E i S .5
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the proposition.
2.2. Other Maximal 2-Local Subgroups
There are three conjugacy classes of involutions in H. The involutions in
w xH y E lie in a single conjugacy class in H by 12, Lemma 2.4 . The
noncentral involutions in E form a single conjugacy class in H by the
w x  . . 0second sentence in the proof of 12, Lemma 2.3 . We fix 12 34 g A , an5
  . .:involution from H y E. Also we fix the four subgroup S s y 1, 12 34
of H. We fix e e e e , a noncentral involution in E and also the four-sub-1 2 3 4
 : 0group R s y 1, e e e e of E. Clearly, the alternating subgroup A on1 2 3 4 4
 4 0  .  . 01, 2, 3, 4 of A centralizes R. So C R contains C R i A . By lines5 H E 4
w x <  . <5]7 of the proof of 12, Lemma 2.3 , the index E : C R is 2 and theE
 .  .  .  .factor group C R rC R is isomorphic to A . Hence C R s C RH E 4 H E
0  . < < 6 < <i A . Moreover, C R s T i Q, where T s 2 and Q s 3. The4 H 1 1
group T s T E is a 2-Sylow subgroup of both H and G. We can choose Q1
 .: 0 w xto be the subgroup 123 of A . Furthermore, 12, Lemma 2.8 says that5
T has precisely two elementary subgroups A and B of order 16 and that
the centralizer in H of any involution t in T y E is either A or B. In
E i A0 we may take A to be the centralizer5
A s C 12 34 .  . .H
s "1, " e e e e , " e e e e b , " e e e e g , " e e e e d ,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
4"b , " g , " d , 2.2.1 .
 . .  . .  . .where b s 12 34 , g s 13 24 , and d s 14 23 . Then B becomes the
centralizer
B s C e e 12 34 .  . .H 1 2
s "1, " e e e e , " e e b , " e e b , " e e g , " e e g ,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4
4"e e d , " e e d . 2.2.2 .1 4 2 3
We can conclude that
 :A l B s y 1, e e e e s R ,1 2 3 4
ABr A l B s Ar A l B = Br A l B , 2.2.3 .  .  .  .
6  .and AB is a subgroup of order 2 in C R . But the unique SylowG
 . 62-subgroup T of C R s T i Q also has order 2 . So T s AB is a1 G 1 1
 .  .special 2-group. Furthermore, C R s C R s AB i Q is isomorphicG H
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to the group of all matrices
1 0 0
i ,a v 0 0b c 1
 .  24where a, b, c g GF 4 s 0, 1, v, v and i s 1, 2, 3. Under this isomor-
phism T is mapped onto the group of all matrices1
1 0 0
,a 1 0 /b c 1
 .where a, b, c g GF 4 , and Q onto the group of all matrices
1 0 0
i ,0 v 0 00 0 1
where i s 1, 2, 3.
w x  .By 12, Lemma 3.1 the normalizer N T satisfiesG 1
 :N T s N R s T i P i t , .  .  .G 1 G 1
 .where P > Q is an elementary group of order 9 normalized by an
involution t . We can fix t to be
t s e e e e . 2.2.4 .1 2 3 5
 .:  .Then Q s 123 is centralized by t . In fact Q s C t . There are fourP
 distinct subgroups of order 3 in P. Three of them are P s C Ar A l1 P
..   ..  .B , P s C Br A l B , and Q s C A l B . Let P be the fourth2 P P 4
w xsubgroup of order 3 in P. Then by line 16 of the proof of 12, Lemma 3.1 ,
2  :the group S s P t is isomorphic to S . It follows that conjugation by t3 3 3
interchanges P and P and, hence, interchanges A and B. We conclude1 2
that the normalizer of T s AB is1
 : 2N AB s AB i Q = P t s AB i Q = S ( AB i Z = S . .  . .  .G 4 3 3 3
2.2.5 .
PROPOSITION 2.2.6. We ha¨e
N A s A i P = A1 ( A i Z = A ( A i GL 4 , .  .  . .G 2 5 3 5 2
 .  .4where GL 4 acts on A ( Z as it acts on the two-dimensional F -¨ector2 2 4
space.
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 .  .Proof. We have C A s C A s A. Since G has only one conjugacyG H
w xclass of involutions, we know from 12, Lemma 3.3 that the group
 .  .N A rA is isomorphic to GL 4 ( Z = A andG 2 3 5
N A ( A i Z = A ( A i GL 4 , 2.2.7 .  .  .  .G 3 5 2
 .  .2where GL 4 acts on A as it acts on F . Since P normalizes A and has2 4
2  .  .order 3 , it follows from 2.2.7 that P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N A .G
 .  .  .Hence the first isomorphism i : N A ª A i Z = A in 2.2.7 can beG 3 5
 .chosen so that Z = 1 F i P . This isomorphism must send the 2-subgroup3
Ç .  .  .AB of N A into a 2-subgroup i AB s A i 1 = V , where V is aG
four-subgroup of A . Evidently Z = 1 centralizes V and, hence, it central-5 3
 . y1 .izes i AB rA. It follows that i Z = 1 is a subgroup of order 3 in P3
 .centralizing Ar A l B ( ABrA. From the above discussion of the sub-
y1 . y1 .groups of P, this forces i Z = 1 to be P . Since i 1 = A is a copy3 2 5
1  .  1 .A of A , we conclude that N A s A i P = A .5 5 G 2 5
2.3. Radical 2-Subgroups and 2-Chains
We first list the radical 2-subgroups of G.
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. The group G has exactly fi¨ e conjugacy classes of
radical 2-subgroups, represented by 1, A, AB, E, and T.
Proof. The above listed groups satisfy:
N 1 s G O G s 1 .  .G 2
N A s A i P = A1 ( A i GL 4 O A i GL 4 s A .  .  . . .G 2 5 2 2 2
N AB s AB i Q = S2 O AB i Q = S2 s AB .  .  . .G 3 2 3
N E s E i A0 O E i A0 s E .  .G 5 2 5
N T s N T s T i Q O T i Q s T .  .  .G H 2
So they are all radical 2-subgroups of G. No two of them are conjugate
because no two of them are isomorphic.
  ..Let W ) 1 be a radical 2-subgroup of G. Then Y s V Z W is a
 .  .nontrivial elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G with N W F N Y . ByG G
w x  .8, Lemmas 2.1]2.3 , the normalizer N Y is G-conjugate to a subgroupG
 .  .  .of K, where K is one of N A , N AB , or N E . So we may replace WG G G
 .by a G-conjugate and assume that N W F K. Then W is a radicalG
2-subgroup of K.
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 .  .Suppose that K s N A ( A i GL 4 . Then W ( A i U, where U isG 2
 .  .a radical 2-subgroup of GL 4 . But the Sylow 2-subgroups of GL 4 are2 2
 .trivial intersection subgroups. So the radical 2-subgroups of GL 4 are 12
and the Sylow 2-subgroups. Hence W is conjugate to either A or AB in
this case.
 .  .Suppose that K s N AB . The only radical 2-subgroups of N ABG G
 .are AB and the Sylow 2-subgroups of N AB . So W is conjugate toG
either AB or T in this case.
 .  .Suppose that K s N E . Since the Sylow 2-subgroups of N E rE (G G
A are trivial intersection subgroups, the only radical 2-subgroups of5
 .  .N E are E and the Sylow 2-subgroups of N E . So W is conjugate toG G
either E or T in this case. Since W is conjugate to one of A, AB, E, or T
in any case, the proposition is proved.
Next we describe radical 2-chains of G and their normalizers in G.
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. There are exactly eight conjugacy classes of radical
2-chains of G. These radical chains are represented by the following chains:
C : 1 N C s G .0, 1 G 0, 1
 :C : 1 - AB N C s AB i Q = P t ( AB i Z = S .  . .1, 1 G 1, 1 4 3 3
1C : 1 - A N C s A i P = A ( A i GL 4 .  . .1, 2 G 1, 2 2 5 2
C : 1 - A - AB N C s AB i Q = P ( AB i Z = Z .  .  .2, 1 G 2, 1 4 3 3
0 ÄC : 1 - E N C s E i A s E i A .1, 3 G 1, 3 5 5
 :C : 1 - E - T N C s AB i Q = t s T i Q .  .2, 2 G 2, 2
 :C : 1 - AB - T N C s AB i Q = t s T i Q .  .2, 3 G 2, 3
 :C : 1 - T N C s AB i Q = t s T i Q .  .1, 4 G 1, 4
Proof. If a radical chain has length 0, it is 1 and its normalizer is G. If a
radical 2-chain in G has length 1, it is 1 - A, 1 - AB, 1 - E, or 1 - T by
Proposition 2.3.1.
If it has length 2, it must start with a radical 2-chain 1 - X of G
followed by X i Y, where Y is a radical 2-subgroup of a complement to X
 .in N X .G
The only radical 2-subgroups of the complement P = A1 to A in2 5
 . 1 1N A are 1 and the Sylow 2-subgroups V of A . Hence, if a chain startsG 5
with 1 - A, it must be followed by A i V 1 which is conjugate to AB.
 :The only radical 2-subgroups of the complement Q = P t to AB in4
 .  :N AB are 1 and the conjugates of t . If a chain starts with 1 - AB, itG
 .  :must be followed by an N AB -conjugate of AB i t ( T.G
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0  .The only radical 2-subgroups of the complement A to E in N E are5 G
1 and the Sylow 2-subgroups V 0 of A0. So if a chain starts with 1 - E, it5
must be followed by E i V 0 which is conjugate to T.
 .The only radical 2-subgroup of the complement Q ( Z to T in N T3 G
is 1. So if a chain starts with 1 - T , it stops there.
2.4. The Normalizer of the Radical 2-Chain C0, 1
For each radical 2-chain C in Proposition 2.3.2 we shall compute thei, j
  . .  .numbers k N C , B , d, i in 1.3.5 . We start with the chain C .G i, j 0, 1
LEMMA 2.4.1. There are fi¨ e 2-blocks of G. The set of irreducible charac-
ters of G consists of 17 characters with degrees 1, 85, 85, 323, 323, 324, 646,
646, 816, 1140, 1215, 1215, 1615, 1938, 1938, 2754, and 3078 which belong
to the principal 2-block B and four characters with degrees 1920, 1920, 1920,
and 2432 which lie in separate 2-blocks of defect zero. The action of G ? 2
interchanges the pairs of characters with degrees 85, 323, 646, and 1938 and
fixes the remaining characters. Hence the following holds:
k N C , B , 7, 2 s 4, k N C , B , 7, 1 s 4 .  . .  .G 0, 1 G 0, 1
k N C , B , 6, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 6, 1 s 4 .  . .  .G 0, 1 G 0, 1
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 5, 1 s 0 .  . .  .G 0, 1 G 0, 1
k N C , B , 4, 2 s 0, k N C , B , 4, 1 s 0 .  . .  .G 0, 1 G 0, 1
k N C , B , 3, 2 s 1, k N C , B , 3, 1 s 0. .  . .  .G 0, 1 G 0, 1
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of d and i.G 0, 1
Proof. Use Proposition 1.2.4. and the character table of J in the Atlas.3
2.5. The Normalizer of the Radical 2-Chain C1, 1
In this section we consider the radical 2-chain C : 1 - AB whose1, 1
normalizer in G is the group
 :N AB s AB i Q = P t ( AB i Z = S . .  . .G 4 3 3
w x  .By 1 the normalizer of AB in G ? 2 is a group of the form AB i S = S .3 3
So it must satisfy
 :  :N AB s AB i Q h = P t ( AB i S = S , .  . .G?2 4 3 3
where h is an element of order 2 lying in G ? 2 y G.
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 .LEMMA 2.5.1. The principal 2-block B is the only 2-block of N C .1, 1 G 1, 1
It induces the principal block B of G. It contains 20 irreducible characters
 6 3 2 3 64  .whose degrees form the multiset 1 , 2 , 9 , 6 , 12 . The normalizer N CG?2 1, 1
fixes two characters of degree 1, one character of degree 2, one character of
degree 6, two characters of degree 9, and two characters of degree 12. It mo¨es
the remaining characters. The following holds:
k N C , B , 7, 2 s 4, k N C , B , 7, 1 s 4 .  . .  .G 1, 1 G 1, 1
k N C , B , 6, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 6, 1 s 4 .  . .  .G 1, 1 G 1, 1
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 5, 1 s 4. .  . .  .G 1, 1 G 1, 1
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues d and i.G 1, 1
 .  .Proof. Since C AB s Z AB , Proposition 1.2.2 says that the princi-G
 .pal 2-block B is the only 2-block of N C . By Proposition 1.2.3 it1, 1 G 1, 1
induces the principal 2-block of G. The degrees of the irreducible charac-
2  :ters of S s P t are 1, 1, and 2, and those of Q are 1, 1, and 1. Thus3 4
 .there are nine irreducible characters of N AB which are trivial on AB.G
Of these nine characters six have degree 1 and three have degree 2.
Conjugation by h fixes all irreducible characters of S2, interchanges 23
 .irreducible characters of Q, and fixes the remaining one. So N CG?2 1, 1
 .fixes exactly two irreducible characters of N AB of degree 1 and one ofG
degree 2.
 . The nine linear characters of ABr A l B nontrivial on both Ar A l
.  . 2B and Br A l B form a single Q = S -orbit. Some character in this3
 :  :  :  :orbit has t as its stabilizer in Q = P t and t = h as its stabilizer4
 :  :in Q h = P t . Hence lying over these nine characters there are two4
 .irreducible characters of N AB with degree 9, both of which areG
 .invariant under N C .G?2 1, 1
 .  .The six linear characters of ABr A l B trivial on one of Ar A l B
 .or B A l B and nontrivial on the other form a single orbit under
2 2  :Q = S . The subgroup S acts regularly on them. The stabilizer in Q h3 3
 : 3 2  := P t of one of them, say l, is a complement S of S s P t and,4 3 3 4
 : 1 2hence, is isomorphic to Q h s S . The stabilizer of l in Q = S is a3 3
cyclic group A3 of order 3 whose generator is inverted by an automor-3
phism h g S3 y A3 and whose index in Q = S2 is 6. So lying over these3 3 3 3
 .six characters there are two irreducible characters of N AB of degree 6G
 .interchanged by N AB , and one character of degree 6 fixed byG?2
 .N AB .G?2
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 .The irreducible characters of AB nontrivial on Z AB s A l B are
0 on AB y A l B
L si  4l on A l B ,i
where l , for i s 1, 2, 3, are the distinct nontrivial linear character ofi
A l B. The characters l , l , l are permuted by A2 s P regularly and1 2 3 3 4
transitively. One of them, say l , is fixed by t . The stabilizer of l in1 1
1 2 2 1  :S = S is a complement to A containing t . Hence it is S = t and its3 3 3 3
 :intersection with G is Q = t .
LEMMA 2.5.2. We claim that we can extend L to a character Le of the1 1
 1  :.   :  :.  .stabilizer AB S = t s AB Q h = t of L in N AB .3 1 G?2
Proof. To prove this it suffices to show that L can be extended to a1
 1  :.character of the inverse image of a Sylow p-subgroup of AB S = t rAB3
< 1  : <  .for each prime p s 2, 3 dividing S = t see Proposition 1.2.9 . This3
 1  :.holds when p s 3, since the Sylow subgroup Q of AB S = t is cyclic3
 w x.see 10, V.17.12 . Thus we only need prove that L can be extended to1
 :  :.  1  :.the Sylow 2-subgroup AB h = t of AB S = t .3
Recall from Section 2.2 that AB s T is the semi-direct product1
 .  .  :C R i V , where R s Z AB s y 1, e e e e and V sE 1 2 3 4
  . .  . .  . .4  .1, 12 34 , 13 24 , 13 23 . Since t was chosen to be e e e e in 2.2.4 ,1 2 3 5
w x w  . x the commutator e e e e , t s y1. Because ker l s Z AB , t s y1 2 3 4 1
:  .  :1 s Z E there is unique nontrivial character l of e e e e s1 1 2 3 4
 .  .Z AB rZ E obtained from l . We extend l to an irreducible character1 1
e  :  :  : w  .xm of e e e e = e e which is trivial on e e s E, 12 . Since1 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2
w  .x  .  .E, 12 F ker m , the element 12 g E i S belongs to the stabilizer1 5
   .:..   .:.E i V i 12 of m in E i V i 12 . Since E is a regularm 11
 .  .  :Z V-mondule by 2.1.5 and m is nontrivial on C V s e e e e , the2 1 E 1 2 3 4
   .:..  .:stabilizer E i V i 12 is exactly E i 12 . Now we can extendm1
 .:m to an irreducible character n of E i 12 . We can induce n to1 1 1
  .:.E i V i 12 . The induced character is of degree 4 and lies over l .1
  .:.So the character of E i V i 12 inflated from it must be an exten-
 :  :.sion of L to AB i t = h . This completes the proof of Lemma1
2.5.2.
 .   :.Now the irreducible characters of N AB s AB Q = t lying overG L1
L are just the products of the restriction of Le with the six linear1 1
  :.characters n , n , . . . , n of AB Q = t trivial on AB. By Clifford1 2 6
 .theory those induce six irreducible characters of N AB , all havingG
degree 4 ? 3 s 12 and lying over L , L , L . Since conjugation by h fixes1 2 3
e e  :L , it acts on each product L n as it acts on n . But h fixes two of the n1 1 i i i
and moves the other four. Hence, lying over the three characters L , L , L1 2 3
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 .there are six irreducible characters of N AB of degree 12, of which twoG
 .are fixed by N AB and four are not. This completes the proof ofG?2
Lemma 2.5.1.
2.6. The Normalizer of the Radical 2-Chain C1, 2
The normalizer in G of the radical 2-chain C , 1 - A is1, 2
N A s A i P = A1 ( A i GL 4 . .  . .G 2 5 2
w xBy 9, p. 90 the normalizer of C in G ? 2 is1, 2
1  :  :N A s A i P = A i h ( A i GL 4 i h .  . .G?2 2 5 1, 2 2 1, 2
( A i GL 4 .2
for some element h of order 2 such that conjugation by h acts on1, 2 1, 2
 . 1GL 4 ( P = A as the Galois automorphism.2 2 5
 .LEMMA 2.6.1. There is only one 2-block B of N C . It induces the1, 2 G 1, 2
 .principal block B of G. The set of irreducible characters of N C consistsG 1, 2
 3 6 3 3 3 4of 19 characters. The multiset of their degrees is 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 15 , 45 . The
 .normalizer N C fixes one character of each degree 1, 4, 5, 15, and 45,G?2 1, 2
and mo¨es all other characters. Hence the following holds:
k N C , B , 6, 2 s 4, k N C , B , 6, 1 s 12 .  . .  .G 1, 2 G 1, 2
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 0, k N C , B , 5, 1 s 0 .  . .  .G 1, 2 G 1, 2
k N C , B , 4, 2 s 1, k N C , B , 4, 1 s 2. .  . .  .G 1, 2 G 1, 2
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues d and i.G 1, 2
 .Proof. Since A s C A , Proposition 1.2.2 says that the only 2-blockG
 .B of N C is the principal block. By Proposition 1.2.3 it induces the1, 2 G 1, 2
principal block B of G. The irreducible characters of A1 have degrees 1,5
5, 3, 3, and 4, and those of P have degrees 1, 1, and 1. So there are2
 .irreducible characters of N A of degrees 1, 1, 1, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4,G
4, and 4 lying over the trivial character of A. Conjugation by h acts on1, 2
P ( Z by inversion. So it fixes one character of P and moves the other2 3 2
two. It also acts as a noninner automorphism of A1 . So it fixes the5
characters of A1 with degrees 1, 4, and 5 and moves the other two with5
 .degree 3. Hence the normalizer N C fixes one character of eachG?2 1, 2
 .degree 1, 4, and 5, and does not fix any other character of N A rA.G
 .The 15 nontrivial linear characters of A form a single GL 4 -orbit. The2
 .  .stabilizer in GL 4 of any one of them is isomorphic to A , and in GL 42 4 2
is isomorphic to S . Hence lying over these 15 characters there are4
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irreducible characters of degrees 15, 15, 15, and 45. Two of the characters
 .of degree 15 are interchanged by N A , while the other character ofG?2
degree 15 and that of degree 45 are fixed.
2.7. The Normalizer of the Radical 2-Chain C2, 1
The normalizer of the chain C : 1 - A - AB in G is1, 2
v i 01AB i Q = P s A i P = A ( A i , .  .4 2 4 j 5 /a v
 .  24where a g GF 4 s 0, 1, v, v and i, j s 1, 2, 3. In G ? 2 the normalizer
of C is2, 1
 :  :AB i Q = P i h s A i P = A i h .  .4 2, 1 2 4 2, 1
v i 0  :( A i i h ,2, 1j 5 /a v
where conjugation by h acts as the Galois automorphism2, 1
h2 , 1i 2 iv 0 v 0s .
j 2 2 j /  /a v a v
 .for all a g GF 4 and i, j s 1, 2, 3.
 .LEMMA 2.7.1. There is only one 2-block B of N C . It induces the2, 1 G 2, 1
 .principal 2-block B of G. The set of irreducible characters of N CG 2, 1
 9 6 34consists of 19 characters. The multiset of their degrees is 1 , 3 , 9, 12 . The
 .normalizer N C fixes one character of degree 1, two characters of degreeG?2 2, 1
3, one character of degree 9, and one character of degree 12, and mo¨es all
the other characters. The following holds:
k N C , B , 6, 2 s 4, k N C , B , 6, 1 s 12 .  . .  .G 2, 1 G 2, 1
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 0, k N C , B , 5, 1 s 0 .  . .  .G 2, 1 G 2, 1
k N C , B , 4, 2 s 1, k N C , B , 4, 1 s 2. .  . .  .G 2, 1 G 2, 1
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of d and i.G 2, 1
 .  .Proof. Since C AB s Z AB , Proposition 1.2.2 says that the onlyG
 .2-block of N C is the principal block. By Proposition 1.2.3 it inducesG 2, 1
the principal 2-block B of G. The degrees of the irreducible characters of
P are 1, 1, and 1, and of those of A are 1, 1, and 3. Hence there are nine2 4
 .irreducible characters of N C of degree 1, and three irreducibleG 1, 2
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characters of degree 3, lying over the trivial character of A. Since conjuga-
tion by h is a noninner automorphism of P and of A , it moves eight of2, 1 2 4
these characters of degree 1 and two characters of degree 3, and leaves
fixed one of these characters of each degree 1 and 3.
The group P permutes transitively and regularly the three nontrivial2
linear characters of A which are trivial on A l B. The stabilizer in
P = A1 of any such character is isomorphic to A1 . Its stabilizer in2 4 4
 1 .  : 1  :P = A i h is isomorphic to A i h ( S . So lying over these2 4 2, 1 4 2, 1 4
 .characters of A there are irreducible characters of N C of degrees 3, 3,2, 1
 .3, and 9. Two of them of degree 3 are interchanged by N C and theG 2, 1
 .remaining two are fixed by N C .G 2, 1
 .  .The irreducible characters of N C nontrivial on Z AB s A l B lie2, 1
over the nonlinear characters of AB,
0 on AB y A l B
L si  4l on A l B ,i
where l , for i s 1, 2, 3, are the nontrivial irreducible characters of A l B.i
The group P permutes l , l , l regularly and transitively. The stabilizer4 1 2 3
in Q = P of l is a complement to P .4 1 4
Let le be an extension of l to A. No nontrivial element in the group1 1
e  .ABP rA stabilizes l . Let X be the normalizer N 1 - A - AB s AB4 1 G?2
 .  : eei Q = P i h . The stabilizer X of l contains A. The factor4 2, 1 l 11
 .   .egroup X rA is a complement to ABP rA in AB i Q = P il 4 41
 :.h rA and, hence, is isomorphic to S . Since all the Sylow subgroups of2, 1 3
e  .eS are cyclic, l can be extended to X see Proposition 1.2.10 . It follows3 1 l1e  . ethat there are three extensions of l to A i Q = P . One of these1 4 l1
characters is fixed by X e; the other two are interchanged. So lying overl1
the orbit of L , L , and L there are three irreducible characters of1 2 3
 .  .N C of degree 12, two of which are interchanged by N C .2,1 G?2 2, 1
2.8. The Normalizer of the Radical 2-Chain C1, 3
The normalizer of the chain C in G is1, 3
0 ÄN E s E i A s E i A .G 5 5
 .as defined in Section 2.1. Its normalizer in G ? 2 is N E s E ? S whichG?2 5
Äis isoclinic to E i S by Proposition 2.1.4.5
 .LEMMA 2.8.1. There is only one 2-block B of N E . It induces the1, 3 G
  ..principal 2-block B of G. The set Irr N E consists of sixteen characters.G
 2 4 2 2 4Their degrees form the multiset 1, 3 , 4, 5 , 8 , 10 , 15, 16, 20, 24 . The nor-
 .malizer N E fixes one character of each degree 1, 4, 15, 16, 20, or 24, andG?2
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two characters of each degree 5 or 10. It mo¨es all the other six characters.
The following holds:
k N C , B , 7, 2 s 4, k N C , B , 7, 1 s 4 .  . .  .G 1, 3 G 1, 3
k N C , B , 6, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 6, 1 s 0 .  . .  .G 1, 3 G 1, 3
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 5, 1 s 0 .  . .  .G 1, 3 G 1, 3
k N C , B , 4, 2 s 1, k N C , B , 4, 1 s 2 .  . .  .G 1, 3 G 1, 3
k N C , B , 3, 2 s 1, k N C , B , 3, 1 s 0. .  . .  .G 1, 3 G 1, 3
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of d and i.G 1, 3
 .  .Proof. Since C E s Z E , Proposition 1.2.2 says that the only 2-blockG
 .of N E is the principal block. By Proposition 1.2.3 it induces theG
 .principal 2-block B of G. By Proposition 2.1.4 we can replace N E byG?2
Ä ÄE i S in counting the characters. The group E is an extra special group5
5 w xof order 2 . By 10, IV.16.19 it has 16 linear representations and one
irreducible representation with degree 4.
Ä .The irreducible characters of N E s E i A lying over the trivialG 5
character of E are those of A , which have degrees 1, 3, 3, 4, and 5. The5
Ä .normalizer N E s E i S interchanges two of these characters withG?2 5
degree 3 and fixes the other three.
Äw x  4The commutator e e , g is in "1 , for g g E and 1 F i - j F 5. Fori j
Äeach i, j with 1 F i - j F 5 we define a linear character l on E sendingi j
Ä w xany g g E to e e , g . The resulting 10 characters form a single A -orbit.i j 5
The stabilizer in A of the character l in this orbit is the subgroup of A5 12 5
 4fixing 1, 2 and, hence, is isomorphic to S . The stabilizer in S is the3 5
 4subgroup of S fixing 1, 2 and, hence, is isomorphic to S = Z . So lying5 3 2
Äover these 10 linear characters there are irreducible characters of E i A5
of degrees 10, 10, and 20. All of these characters are invariant under
ÄE i S .5
Äw x  4The commutator e e e e , g is in "1 , for g g E and 1 F i - j - k -i j k l
l F 5. For each i, j, k, l with 1 F i - j - k - l F 5 we define a linear
Ä Ä w xcharacter on E sending g g E to e e e e , g . The resulting five lineari j k k
characters form a single A -orbit. The stabilizer of one of the characters in5
the orbit is A in A and S in S . So lying over these five linear4 5 4 5
Ächaracters there are irreducible characters of E i A of degrees 5, 5, 5,5
Äand 15. Two of these characters with degree 5 are interchanged by E i S .5
The other character of degree 5 and the one of degree 15 are fixed by
ÄE i S .5
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ÄThe group E has only one nonlinear character L. The degree of L is 4.
ÄIt is stabilized by E i A . We claim that5
ÄLEMMA 2.8.2. The Clifford extension for L in E i A is equi¨ alent to5
2 ? A .5
Proof. We first show that L cannot be extended to a character of the
Ä ÄSylow 2-subgroup E i V of E i A , where V is the Sylow 2-subgroup5
  . .  . .  . .4  :  :1, 12 34 , 13 24 , 14 23 of A . The group F s e e = e e e e5 1 2 1 2 3 4
( Z = Z is abelian and normal in E i V. Let l be a linear character of4 2
 :  .  4  .2:F with kernel e e e e . Then l is faithful on Z E s "1 s e e .1 2 3 4 1 2
Ä Ä .   . .  . .:Then E s F and E i V s F e e 12 34 , 14 23 . If L can be ex-l l 1 3
Ä Ä .tended to E i V, then l can be extended to E i V by Clifford theoryl
Ä  .  4  .for F 1 E i V. Since ker l s 1, e e e e we can see that Frker l (1 2 3 4
 .  .Z and F i V rker l ( Z ( D , where Z ( D is a central product.4 l 4 8 4 8
 .Let l be the faithful linear character of Frker l s Z obtained from l.4
X  4Linear characters of D must be trivial on the derived group D s "1 .8 8
So we cannot extend the faithful linear character l of Z ( D . Therefore4 8
 .we cannot extend l to F i V and, hence, we cannot extend to L to al
Ächaracter of E i V. Thus the Clifford extension for L in E i A does not5
w xsplit. But 1, p. 2 tells us that the extension either is either split or
equivalent to 2 ? A . So it must be equivalent to 2 ? A , and Lemma 2.8.2 is5 5
proved.
 .The degrees of the irreducible characters of N E lying over L are 4G
times the degrees for the irreducible characters of 2 ? A nontrivial on5
 .Z 2 ? A , i.e., 8, 8, 16, and 24. The normalizer E i S interchanges the two5 5
 w x.characters of degree 8 see 1, p. 2 . This completes the proof of Lemma
2.8.1.
2.9. The Normalizer of the Radical 2-Chains C , C , and C2, 2 2, 3 1, 4
The normalizer of each of the chains C , C , and C in G is2, 2 2, 3 1, 4
 :N T s AB i Q = t .  .G
and in G ? 2 is
 :  :  :  :N T s AB i Q = t i h s AB i Q h = t , .  .  .G?2
where h is involution in Section 2.5.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.9.1. If i, j s 2, 2 , 2, 3 , or 1, 4 , then there are 19 irre-
 .ducible characters of N C . they all belong to the principal 2-block B ,G i, j i, j
which induces the principal 2-block B of G. Their degrees form the multiset
 6 2 6 2 34  .1 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 8 . The normalizer N C fixes two characters of degree 1,G?2 i, j
two characters of degree 3, two characters of degree 4, two characters of degree
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  ..6, and one character of degree 8. It mo¨es all other characters in Irr N C .G i, j
The following holds:
k N C , B , 7, 2 s 4, k N C , B , 7, 2 s 4 .  . .  .G i , j G i , j
k N C , B , 6, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 6, 2 s 0 .  . .  .G i , j G i , j
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 2, k N C , B , 5, 2 s 4 .  . .  .G i , j G i , j
k N C , B , 4, 2 s 1, k N C , B , 4, 2 s 2. .  . .  .G i , j G i , j
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, k is zero for all other ¨alues of d and k.G i, j
 .  .Proof. Since C T s Z T , Proposition 1.2.2 says that each normal-G
 .izer N C has only the principal 2-block B . This block induces theG i, j i, j
principal 2-block B of G by Proposition 1.2.3. There are six linear
 .characters of N T lying over the trivial character on AB. The generatorG
of Q is inverted under conjugation by h, and t is centralized by h. So two
 .of these characters are fixed by N T and four are interchanged.G?2
The stabilizer of the six linear characters of AB trivial on one of
 .  .  :  :Ar A l B or Br A l B and not on the other is 1 in Q = t . Hence
 .there is one irreducible character of N T of degree 6 lying over theseG
 .linear characters. Clearly this character is invariant under N T .G?2
 .The nine linear characters of AB nontrivial on both Ar A l B and
 .  :Br A l B form two orbits under Q = t . One orbit has length 6. Any
 :  :character in this orbit has stabilizer 1 in Q = t and some conjugate of
 :  :   :.  :h or th in Q = t i h . The other orbit has length 3. The
 :  :stabilizer of any of its elements is t in Q = t and is conjugate to
 :  :   :.  :t = h in Q = t i h . Hence lying over the former orbit there is
 .one irreducible character of N T of degree 6. Lying over the latter orbitG
are two irreducible characters of degree 3. All of these characters are
 .invariant under N T .G?2
There are three nonlinear irreducible characters of AB,
0 on AB y A l B
L si  4l on A l B ,i
where l , for i s 1, 2, 3, are the distinct nontrivial irreducible characters ofi
A l B. The involution t fixes one of the three characters l , say l , andi 1
interchanges the other two.
 :  :   :.  :The stabilizer of L in Q = t is Q = t and in Q i h = t it1
  :.  :is Q i h = t . By Lemma 2.5.2 we can extend L to an irreducible1
 .   :  :.character of N T s AB Q h = t . So lying over L there are sixG?2 1
 .irreducible characters of N T of degree 4, two of them fixed and fourG
 .interchanged by N T .G?2
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The characters L and L are interchanged by t . Their stabilizer in2 3
 :   :.  :  :Q = t is Q and in Q = t i h is isomorphic to Q i h ( S .3
 .Hence lying over them there are three irreducible characters of N T ofG
 .degree 8, two of which are interchanged by N T .2 ?G
2.10. The In¨ariant Conjecture p s 2
We use the results of the preceding seven sections to prove
THEOREM 2.10.1. The In¨ariant Conjecture 1.3.4 holds for the prime
p s 2.
Proof. According to Proposition 2.3.2 there are eight conjugacy classes
of radical 2-chains of G, represented by C , C , C , C , C , C ,0, 1 1, 1 1, 2 2, 1 1, 3 2, 2
C , and C . By Lemma 2.4.1 there is only one block B in G with defect2, 3 1, 4
 .greater than 0. So Eq. 1.3.5 which we need to verify is
k N C , B , d , i y k N C , B , d , i y k N C , B , d, i .  .  . .  .  .G 0, 1 G 1, 1 G 1, 2
q k N C , B , d, i y k N C , B , d, i .  . .  .G 2, 1 G 1, 3
q k N C , B , d , i q k N C , B , d , i .  . .  .G 2, 2 G 2, 3
y k N C , B , d , i s 0, ) .  . .G 1, 4
for any integer d G 0 and any i s 1, 2. By Lemmas 2.4.1, 2.5.1, 2.6.1, 2.7.1,
 .2.8.1, and 2.9.1 the left side of ) is
4 y 4 y 0 q 0 y 4 q 4 q 4 y 4 s 0 for d s 7; i s 2,
2 y 2 y 4 q 4 y 2 q 2 q 2 y 2 s 0 for d s 6; i s 2,
2 y 2 y 0 q 0 y 2 q 2 q 2 y 2 s 0 for d s 5; i s 2,
0 y 0 y 1 q 1 y 1 q 1 q 1 y 1 s 0 for d s 4; i s 2,
1 y 0 y 0 q 0 y 1 q 0 q 0 y 0 s 0 for d s 3; i s 2,
4 y 4 y 0 q 0 y 4 q 4 q 4 y 4 s 0 for d s 7; i s 1,
4 y 4 y 12 q 12 y 0 q 0 q 0 y 0 s 0 for d s 6; i s 1,
0 y 4 y 0 q 0 y 0 q 4 q 4 y 4 s 0 for d s 5; i s 1,
0 y 0 y 2 q 2 y 2 q 2 q 2 y 2 s 0 for d s 4; i s 1.
For all other values of d and i and all radical 2-chains C of G the number
  . .  .k N C , B , d, i is zero. So, ) holds trivially for these d and i.G
PART III. THE PRIME p s 3
In this part we verify the Invariant Conjecture 1.3.4 for the prime p s 3.
We start with a description of radical 3-chains of G. Then we analyze the
normalizer of each chain and compute character degrees.
3.1. Radical 3-Subgroups and 3-Chains of G
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 .Recall from Section 2.1 that the centralizer H s C z of an involutionG
z in G is the semi-direct product
H s E i A0 .5
Here E is an extra special group of order 25 and A0 is a copy of the5
 .: 0alternating group A . The group Q is the Sylow 3-subgroup 123 of A .5 5
w xBy 12, Lemmas 3.2 and 5.2 the centralizer of Q in G has the form
C Q ( Q = A0 , 3.1.1 .  .G 6
0  .where A is the unique copy of A contained in C Q . We can choose an6 6 G
 . 0  .involution t in N Q which inverts Q and acts on A ( PSL 9 as 22 G 6 2 2
w xin the notation of the Atlas 1 . Then the normalizer of Q in G is
0  :N Q s Q = A i t ( Q = A : 2 ( Q i PGL 9 . .  .  . .G 6 2 6 2 2
 .  .A Sylow 3-subgroup W of C Q is elementary of order 27 and N WG G
 .l N Q s W i K, where K is a cyclic group of order 8 which actsG
 .  .faithfully on W and covers N Q rC Q . So any generator of K invertsG G
w x  .Q. By 12, Lemma 5.4 the normalizer N W has the formG
N W s W i K , 3.1.2 .  .G 1
< < 5where W is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G with order W s 3 and K acts1 1
fixed-point free on W rW.1
w xBy lines 20 and 21 of 12, p. 56 all elements in W y W are of order 9.1
Every elementary abelian 3-subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of
3 w x  .W and, hence, has order at most 3 . By 12, Lemma 5.4 the center Z W1
 .  .is elementary abelian of order 9, Z W F W and Z W l Q s 1. Hence,1 1
W s Q = Z W . .1
 .Clearly, both factors Q and Z W in the decomposition are K-invariant.1
w xBy lines 29 and 30 of 12, p. 42 the group K acts fixed-point free on
 . 2Z W . The subgroup K of index 2 in K centralizes Q. It follows that1
 2 .  . w 2 x  0 .Q s C K and Z W s W, K g Syl A . Since K also operatesW 1 3 6
w xfixed-point free on W rW by 12, Lemma 5.4 , we have1
Q s C K 2 . .W1
As a consequence of the properties described above we have the
following lemma.
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 .LEMMA 3.1.3. 1 1 Z W 1 W 1 W is a K-composition series for W .1 1 1
Note that W rW is irreducible under K because K acts regularly and1
 .transitively on the eight nontrivial elements of W rW. Similarly, Z W is1 1
irreducible under K.
PROPOSITION 3.1.4. The groups 1, W , and Q are representati¨ es for the1
distinct conjugacy classes of radical 3-subgroups in G.
Proof. The above listed groups satisfy
N 1 s G, O G s 1 .  .G 3
N W s W i K , O W i K s W .  .G 1 1 3 1 1
N Q ( Q = A : 2 , O Q = A : 2 s Q. .  .  . .G 6 2 3 6 2
So they are radical 3-subgroups of G. Let X / 1 be a radical 3-subgroup
  ..of G. Then Y s V Z X is a nontrivial elementary abelian 3-subgroup of
 .  . w x  .G with N X F N Y . By 8, Lemma 3.4 , the normalizer N Y isG G G
 .  .G-conjugate to a subgroup of M, where M is either N Q or N W . SoG G 1
 .we may replace X by some G-conjugate and assume that N X F M.G
Then X is a radical 3-subgroup of M.
w x  .  .By 3, Proposition 1.4 , we have O M F X. If M s N W , then3 G 1
 .  .  .X s W s O M . If M s N Q s Q = A : 2 , then X s Q or X is1 3 G 6 2
 .N Q -conjugate to W, since the only nontrivial radical 3-subgroups of AG 6
are the Sylow 3-subgroups, which are trivial intersection subgroups of A .6
 .But W is not a radical 3-subgroup of G because N W s W i K.G 1
PROPOSITION 3.1.5. There are exactly four conjugacy classes of radical
3-chains in G. These classes are represented by the following chains. For each
chain we list its normalizer N in G,
C : 1, N C s G .0 G 0
2 1q2C : 1 - W , N C s W i K ( 3 ? 3 : 8 .1 1 G 1 1
C : 1 - Q, N C ( Q = A : 2 . .1, 0 G 1, 0. 6 2
C : 1 - Q - W , N C s Q = Z W i K . .  . .2 G 2 1
Proof. Clearly, C is the only radical 3-chain in G of length zero. If a0
radical 3-chain in G has length 1, it is 1 - W or 1 - Q. If it has length 2,1
 .it must start with 1 - Q followed by a radical 3-subgroup X of N Q .G
Any such X has the form Q = Y, where Y is a radical 3-subgroup of A0 .6
The only radical 3-subgroups of A are 1 and the Sylow 3-subgroups.6
 .  .Hence we may assume that Y s Z W and X s Q = Z W s W. Since1 1
 .  .   ..   .. .N Q l N W s Q = Z W i K and O Q = Z W i K s W,G G 1 3 1
the chain 1 - Q - W is a radical 3-chain of G.
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3.2. The Character Degrees of the Normalizer of C0
LEMMA 3.2.1. The degrees of the irreducible characters of G form the
 2 2 2 2 3 2multiset 1, 85 , 323 , 324, 646 , 816, 1140, 1215 , 1615, 1920 , 1938 , 2432,
42754, 3078 . The irreducible characters of G with degrees 324, 2754, and 3078
belong to a single 3-block B with defect 1. The two irreducible characters1
with degree 1215 belong to two separate 3-blocks with defect 0. All other
irreducible characters belong to the principal 3-block B . The group G ? 20
interchanges the two irreducible characters of degree 85, the two of degree 323,
the two of degree 646, and the two characters of degree 1938. It fixes all other
irreducible characters of G. Hence we ha¨e following table:
k G, B , 5, 2 s 3, k G, B , 5, 1 s 6 .  .0 0
k G, B , 4, 2 s 5, k G, B , 4, 1 s 2 .  .0 0
k G, B , 1, 2 s 3, k G, B , 1, 1 s 0. .  .1 1
 .The integer k G, B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of k, d, and i.k
Proof. Here, as in Proposition 2.4.1, we make use of the Proposition
w x1.2.4. In the Atlas 1 x , x , and x denote the irreducible characters of6 20 21
G with degrees 324, 2754, and 3078. Using the formula in Proposition 1.2.4
we determine that they belong to the same 3-block B and that no other1
characters belong to that block. The other 3-blocks are determined simi-
larly.
3.3. The Character Degrees of the Normalizer of C1
The normalizer in G of the chain C : 1 - W is1 1
N W s W i K s 32 ? 31q2 : 8. .G 1 1
w xWe can see from 1, p. 82 that in G ? 2 the normalizer of C has the form1
N W s W i D , .G?2 1 1
where D is nonabelian group of order 16 and contains K. The group D
2  2 .normalizes K, K , and W . Hence D normalizes Q s C K .1 W1
 .aSince D permutes the eight elements of Z W , while the subgroup K1
is regular and transitive on these eight elements, the stabilizer D of somew
 .aelement w g Z W satisfies1
 :LEMMA 3.3.1. D s k has order 2, is complementary to K in D s Kw
 :  .i k , and centralizes the nontri¨ ial element w of Z W .1
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We next prove
 .LEMMA 3.3.2. The group D acts faithfully on Z W by conjugation in1
 :G ? 2. Hence D s K i k is a semi-dihedral group of order 16.
  ..   ..  :Proof. If C Z W / 1, then C Z W must be k , i.e., k central-D 1 D 1
 .izes Z W . The involution k g G ? 2 y G must belong to the class 2B in1
w xthe notation of the Atlas 1, p. 83 . The Atlas tells us that the centralizer in
4 2  .G of an involution of class 2B has order 2448 s 2 ? 3 ? 17. Hence Z W1
 .  .  .must be a Sylow 3-subgroup of C k . In particular, Z W s C k . ItG 1 W1
 .follows that the involution k acts without fixed points on W rZ W . This1 1
 .  w x.forces W rZ W to be abelian see 10, V.18.8 . This is false since1 1
 . w xW rZ W is nonabelian by the last line of 12, Lemma 5.4 . Hence1 1
  ..  .C Z W s 1 and D acts faithfully on Z W . Because a Sylow 2-sub-D 1 1
  ..  .group of Aut Z W ( GL 3 is semi-dihedral group of the same order1 2
 :16 as D, this forces D to be a semi-dihedral group K i k of order 16.
 .LEMMA 3.3.3. The centralizer C Q is the quaternion subgroup of order 8D
 .in D. Any element of D y C Q in¨erts Q. In particular, k in¨erts Q.D
 .Proof. By Lemma 3.1.3 the group X s W rZ W has a K-composition1 1
 .series X ) Y s WrZ W ) 1 with elementary abelian factor groups XrY1
( W rW and Yr1 ( Q of orders 32 and 3, respectively. It follows that X1
is either elementary abelian of order 33 or extra-special of order 31q2 and
w xexponent 3. But X is nonabelian by the last line of 12, Lemma 5.4 . Hence
1q2  .  .X is extra special of order 3 and exponent 3. Then Z X s WrZ W1
 .   ..( Q and C Q s C Z X . The conjugation action of the semi-dihedralD D
 .  .group D on XrZ X ( W rW is faithful because Z D is a subgroup of1
K and K acts faithfully.
 .   ..  .Observe that Aut X is isomorphic to XrZ X i GL 3 . The sub-2
 .  .group of Aut X centralizing Z X is sent by this same isomorphism onto
  ..  .  .XrZ X i SL 3 . The Sylow 2-subgroup of SL 3 is well known to be2 2
a quaternion group of order 8.
 .LEMMA 3.3.4. All irreducible characters of N C belong to the principalG 1
3-block b which induces the principal 3-block B of G. Their degrees form0 0
 8 4 34  .the multiset 1 , 6 , 8, 24 . The normalizer N C fixes two linear charac-G?2 1
 .ters of N C , two irreducible characters of degree 6, one irreducible charac-G 1
ter of degree 8, and all irreducible characters of degree 24. It mo¨es all the
 .remaining irreducible characters of N C . Hence the following holds:G 1
k N C , B , 5, 2 s 3, k N C , B , 5, 1 s 6 .  . .  .G 1 0 G 1 0
k N C , B , 4, 2 s 5, k N C , B , 4, 1 s 2. .  . .  .G 1 0 G 1 0
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of k, d, and i.G 1 k
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 .  .Proof. The centralizer C W is the center Z W . So by PropositionG 1 1
 .1.2.2 all irreducible characters of N C belong to the principal 3-blockG 1
b , which induces the principal 3-block B of G by Proposition 1.2.3.0 0
Over the trivial character of W there are eight linear characters of1
 . 3N C s W i K. The element k acts on K as z ª z . So there are twoG 1 1
 .linear characters of N W which are k-invariant and six which are movedG 1
by k .
The nontrivial irreducible characters of W trivial on W are all linear1
and form a single orbit of length 8 under the action of K. Lying over this
 .orbit there is exactly one character of N W with degree 8. This charac-G 1
 .ter is invariant under N W .G?2 1
 . 1q2  .W rZ W is extra-special of order 3 with center WrZ W ( Q. So1 1 1
it has one irreducible character of degree 3 lying over each nontrivial
 .linear character of WrZ W . It follows that W has one irreducible1 1
character L of degree 3 lying over each nontrivial linear character l of W
 .trivial on Z W . There are exactly two such l, interchanged by any1
generator of K. So they form a single D-orbit. Because any such l is
 .faithful on Q and trivial on Z W , its stabilizer D is the quaternion1 l
 .subgroup C Q in Lemma 3.3.2. This must also be a stabilizer D of theD L
 < . < < 3unique character L g Irr W l . Because D s 2 is relatively prime to1 l
< < 5 2W s 3 , there is some extension of L to W i D . Since K s K is1 1 l l
 < .cyclic of order 4, and inverted by D y K , we conclude that Irr K ll l l
consists of four extensions of L, of which two are fixed by D y K andl l
two are interchanged. Inducing these extensions to W i K we obtain four1
irreducible characters of degree 6, of which 2 are fixed by W i D and 21
are interchanged. These are the only irreducible characters of W i K1
 .trivial on Z W and nontrivial on W.1
There is exactly one W i K-orbit among the 24 linear characters of W1
 . nontrivial on Z W . The stabilizer of any of these characters in W i1 1
Ç.  . w  . xK rW has order 3. Since Z W ) Z W , k , there is a nontrivial linear1 1
 .character l of Z W fixed by k . Then k also fixes l s 1 = l . Let1 1 Q 1
W s W rW. The map1 1
f : Q = W ª Z W , .1 1
given by
w xf q , w W s q , w .1 1
for any q g Q and w g W , is D-invariant and bilinear. If q g Q is not 1,1 1
 : w x  .then q s Q and q, w / 1 for all w g W y C Q s W y W. Since1 1 1 W 11
< < <  . <  .W s 9 s Z W , we conclude that the map w ¬ f q, w is an isomor-1 1 1 1
 .phism of the group W onto Z W for any fixed q / 1 in Q.1 1
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 <  .  .4This isomorphism must send W s w g W f Q, w ; ker l onto1, l 1 1 1 1
 .ker l . So f restricts to a nonsingular bilinear map of Q = W into1 1, l
 . w  .  :xker l s Z W , k . Since the involution k in D inverts both Q and1 1
 .ker l it must centralize W . Hence lying over l there are three linear1 1, l
characters of W , each of which is invariant under k . Inducing these1, l
 .linear characters to N W we obtain the three irreducible characters ofG 1
 .N W of degree 24 lying over the orbit of l. Furthermore, each of theseG 1
 .  .  :three characters is fixed by N W s N W i k .G?2 1 G 1
3.4. The Character Degrees of the Normalizer of C1, 0
The normalizer in G of C : 1 - Q is1, 0
N Q ( Q = A : 2 . .  .G 6 2
w xWe can see in 1 that in G ? 2 the normalizer is
N Q ( Q = A ? 2 : 2 s Q = M : 2 . .  .  .G?2 6 3 2 10 2
 .LEMMA 3.4.1. There are 18 irreducible characters of N C . TheirG 1, 0
 2 4 2 5 2 4degrees form a multiset 1 , 2, 8 , 9 , 10 , 16 , 18, 20 . All these characters
belong to the principal 3-block b except the two characters of degree 9 and0
the character of degree 18, which belong to a different block b . The block b1 1
induces the block B , and the block b induces the block B . The normal-1 0 0
 .  .izer N C fixes two linear characters of N C , one irreducible charac-G?2 1, 0 G 1, 0
ter of degree 2, two irreducible characters of degree 9, one of degree 10, one of
degree 18, and one of degree 20. It mo¨es all other irreducible characters of
 .N C . Hence the following holds:G 1, 0
k N C , B , 3, 2 s 5, k N C , B , 3, 1 s 10 .  . .  .G 1, 0 0 G 1, 0 0
k N C , B , 1, 2 s 3, k N C , B , 1, 1 s 0. .  . .  .G 1, 0 1 G 1, 0 1
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of k, d, and i.G 1, 0 k
w xProof. From the character table A in 1 we see that A has two6 6
 .3-blocks, a 3-block B A of defect 0, containing the irreducible charac-1 6
 .ter x of degree 9, and the principal 3-block B A containing all other6 0 6
 .irreducible characters of A . It follows that QC Q s Q = A has two6 G 6
 .  .3-blocks, the 3-block B Q = A , lying over B A and having Q as a1 6 1 6
 .defect group, and the principal 3-block B Q = A . Each of these last0 6
 .  . w  .  .xtwo blocks is invariant in N Q s Q = A : 2 . Since N Q : QC Q s 26 2
 .is not divisible by 3, we conclude that N Q has two 3-blocks, the 3-block
 .b , lying over B Q = A and having Q as a defect group, and the1 1 6
 .principal 3-block b , lying over B Q = A . The principal block b0 0 6 0
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induces the principal block B by Proposition 1.2.3. By Brauer's first main0
w x G Gtheorem 7, 9.7 , the induced block b has Q as a defect group. So b1 1
must be B .1
 . 0 0The centralizer C Q has the form Q = M , where M is a copy ofG?2 10 10
M s A ? 2 containing A0 . The degrees of the irreducible characters of10 6 3 6
 .N C which lie over nontrivial characters of Q are two times theG 1, 0
w xdegrees of the irreducible characters of A : 2, 10, 10, 16, 16, 18, 20 1, p. 5 .6
 .The two characters of degree 10 are interchanged by N Q as are theG?2
w xtwo characters of degree 16 1, p. 5 . The other characters are fixed by
 .N Q .G?2
 .The degrees of the irreducible characters of N Q which lie over theG
trivial character of Q are the degrees of irreducible characters of A ? 2 ,6 2
w xnamely 1, 1, 10, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 10, and 10 1, p. 5 . The four characters of
 . w xdegree 8 are all moved by N Q 1, p. 5 . The two characters of degree 1G?2
 .remain fixed under the action of N Q because one of them is theG?2
trivial character.
 .The irreducible character of degree 9 of A can be extended to Aut A6 6
w  . x  wsince its degree is relatively prime to the index Aut A : A s 4 see 11,6 6
x.Theorem 8.15 . So both of the characters of A ? 2 of degree 9 can be6 2
 .extended to irreducible characters of N Q . Therefore they remainG?2
 .fixed under the action of N Q .G?2
The following argument shows that the two extensions to A ? 2 of the6 2
 w x.irreducible character x of A with degree 10 in the notation of 1, p. 57 6
 .are moved by N Q . There are two classes of elements of order 8 inG?2
v 0 .  .PGL 9 ( N Q rQ. The element x s , where v is a generator of2 G  /0 1
 .the multiplicative group of F , has order 8 in GL 9 and its image x has9 2
 .  .order 8 in PGL 9 . One noninner automorphism of PGL 9 is the Galois2 2
3 3automorphism, which sends x to x . If the elements x and x were
 .  .conjugate in PGL 9 , there would exist an element y g GL 9 such that2 2
3 y1  i .x s y xy v I for some i. This cannot happen since the eigenvalues of
3 3 y1  i . iq1 ix are v and 1 and the eigenvalues of y xy v I are v and v .
 .Hence the Galois automorphism of PGL 9 exchanges the two classes of2
elements of order 8 in that group. But the two extensions of x to7
 . PGL 9 of degree 10 have different values on those two classes the2
w x.classes 8A and 8B in 1, p. 5 .
3.5. The Character Degrees of the Normalizer of C2
The normalizer in G of the chain C : 1 - Q - W is2
Q = Z W i K . . .1
The normalizer of C in G ? 2 is2
Q = Z W i D. . .1
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 .LEMMA 3.5.1. All irreducible characters of N C belong to the principalG 2
3-block, which induces the principal 3-block B of G. Their degrees form the0
 8 4 34  .multiset 1 , 2 , 8 . The normalizer N C fixes two linear characters ofG?2 2
 .N C , two irreducible characters of degree 2 and one irreducible characterG 2
 .of degree 8. It mo¨es all other irreducible characters of N C . Hence, theG 2
following holds:
k N C , B , 3, 2 s 5, k N C , B , 3, 1 s 10. .  . .  .G 2 0 G 2 0
  . .The integer k N C , B , d, i is zero for all other ¨alues of k, d, and i.G 2 k
  ..  .Proof. Since C Q = Z W s Q = Z W all irreducible charactersG 1 1
 .of N C belong to the principal 3-block by Proposition 1.2.2. This blockG 2
induces the principal 3-block B of G by Proposition 1.2.3. Over the0
 .  .trivial character of Q = Z W there are 8 linear characters of N C .1 G 2
 .Two of these are invariant and six moved under N C .G?2 2
 .The stabilizer in N C of each linear character r of W trivial onG 2
 . 2  .Z W and nontrivial on Q is W i K . The stabilizer of r in N C is1 G?2 2
 .  .W i C Q , where C Q is the quaternion group in Lemma 3.3.2. SoD D
 .lying over this orbit there are four irreducible characters of N C withG 2
 .degree 2, of which two are invariant under N C and two are not.G?2 2
 .There are 24 linear characters l of W nontrivial on Z W . They form1
three regular orbits under the action of K. Each of these 24 characters l
 .has stabilizer W in N C s W i K. So it induces the unique irreducibleG 2
character lW i K of W i K lying over the conjugacy class of l. This
character lW i K has degree 8. Hence lying over each of the three orbits is
 .one irreducible character of N C of degree 8.G 2
 .Let l be the nontrivial character on Z W fixed by k . If l s 1 = l ,1 1 Q 1
 :then the stabilizer of l is W in W i K and W i k in W i D. So, the
character l belongs to a W i D-orbit of length 8 and lW i K is an
irreducible character of degree 8 fixed by W i D.
Now suppose that l s n = l , where n is a nontrivial character of Q.1
We claim that the D-orbit of l has length 16. If not, then the stabilizer Dl
 X: Xis a subgroup k of order 2 in D complementary to K. But then k fixes
n and centralizes Q. This is impossible, since the only involution in the
 .quaternion group C Q belongs to K. Hence l belongs to a W i D-orbitD
of length 16.
We conclude that lW i K induces an irreducible character lW i D of
 .  .W i D and, hence, is not fixed by W i D s N C . Thus N C fixesG?2 2 G?2 2
 .one irreducible character of N C with degree 8 and interchanges theG 2
other two such characters.
3.6. The In¨ariant Conjecture for p s 3
The results of the preceding five sections can now be used to prove
THEOREM 3.6.1. In¨ariant Conjecture 1.3.4 holds for the prime p s 3.
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Proof. According to Proposition 3.1.5 there are four conjugacy classes
 .of radical 3-chains, represented by C , C , C , and C . So Eq. 1.3.50 1 1, 0 2
which we need to verify is
k N C , B , d, i y k N C , B , d , i .  . .  .G 0 k G 1 k
y k N C , B , d , i q k N C , B , d , i s 0. ) .  .  . .  .G 1, 0 k G 2 k
for any k s 0, 1, any integer d G 0, and any i s 1, 2.
By Lemmas 3.2.1, 3.3.4, 3.4.1, and 3.5.1, the left side of this equation is
3 y 3 y 0 q 0 s 0 for k s 0; d s 5; i s 2,
6 y 6 y 0 q 0 s 0 for k s 0; d s 5; i s 1,
5 y 5 y 0 q 0 s 0 for k s 0; d s 4; i s 2,
2 y 2 y 0 q 0 s 0 for k s 0; d s 4; i s 1,
0 y 0 y 5 q 5 s 0 for k s 0; d s 3; i s 2,
0 y 0 y 10 q 10 s 0 for k s 0; d s 3; i s 1,
3 y 0 y 3 q 0 s 0 for k s 1; d s 1; i s 2.
For all other values of k, d, and i and all radical 3-chains C in G the
  . .  .number k N C , B , d, i is zero. So ) holds trivially in these cases.G k
PART IV. THE GROUP 3 ? G
In this part we verify the projective conjecture 1.4.2 for 3 ? G s 3 ? J3
and the primes p s 3 and p s 2. We start with a description of Sylow
3-subgroup W U of 3 ? J . In Section 4.2 we compute the character degrees1 3
of the normalizers in 3 ? J of radical 3-chains of J . The above conjecture3 3
is verified for p s 3 in Section 4.3 and for p s 2 in Section 4.4.
4.1. The Structure of W U1
If M is a subgroup of G, let MU be the corresponding subgroup 3 ? M
U  .of 3 ? G containing Z s Z 3 ? G .3
There is a well-defined conjugation action of G on 3 ? G s GU with any
g g G acting as conjugation by any gU g GU having g as its image in G.
The cyclic group K of order eight in Section 3.1 normalizes W , W, Q, and1
 . U U U  .UZ W . So, it normalizes W , W , Q , and Z W . The group K acts1 1 1
regularly and transitively on the nontrivial elements of W UrW and on1
 .U U Uthose of Z W rZ . It inverts elements of QrZ . Since1 3 3
1 1 Z W 1 W 1 W .1 1
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 .is a K-composition series for W see Lemma 3.1.3 , one K-composition
series for W U is1
UU U U1 1 Z 1 Z W 1 W 1 W . .3 1 1
We shall examine the groups in this series. We need the following
proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 4.1.1. No faithful simple Z K -module V is isomorphic to3
Ã .  .its dual Z K -module V s Hom V , Z .3 Z 33
Proof. Since the multiplicative group Fa of the field F of order 9 is9 9
cyclic of order 8 and, hence, isomorphic to K, there is some Z -isomor-3
phism w of V onto F as Z -modules carrying multiplication by any9 3
generator z of K into multiplication by some generator p of Fa. It follows9
that multiplication by z is a Z -linear transformation T of V with3
eigenvalues p and p 3 in F . Multiplication by z is the inverse dual9
Ãy1 Ã y1 y3transformation T of V with eigenvalues p and p . Since neither of
y1 y3 3  .p or p is equal to p or p , it follows that V is not Z K -isomor-3
Ãphic to V .
 .UPROPOSITION 4.1.2. The group Z W is elementary abelian. In fact1
U UU UZ W s Z = Z W , K ( Z = Z W . .  .  .1 3 1 3 1
 .Proof. By Lemma 4.1.1 the irreducible representation of Z K on3
 .qZ W induced by conjugation in G is not self-dual. It follows that the1
commutator map
U UU U UZ W rZ = Z W rZ ª Z .  .1 3 1 3 3
U U U U w U U xs Z = t Z ª s , t3 3
 .U w xis trivial. Hence Z W is abelian. By 10, III.13.4 if a group X acts on1
 < < < <. w x  .abelian group Y and X , Y s 1, then Y s X, Y = C X . Since KY
 .U  < < <  .U <.acts on Z W and K , Z W s 1, it follows that1 1
U UU UZ W s Z = Z W , K ( Z = Z W .  .  .1 3 1 3 1
is elementary abelian.
PROPOSITION 4.1.3. The group W U is elementary abelian. In fact
U U w U x UW s Z = W , K ( Z = W .3 3
w  .U x w  .U 2 x w  . 2 x  .Proof. Note that Z W , K s Z W , K ( Z W , K s Z W1 1 1 1
U  .Uby Proposition 4.1.2. A generator z of the group K inverts W rZ W (1
< U < 4 2Q and has order 8 relatively prime to W s 3 . The cyclic subgroup K
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U  .Uof order 4 in K centralizes W rZ W and, hence, centralizes some1
U U  .U  w x.  2 .Uq g W y Z W see 10, I.18.6 . The subgroup C K has order1 W
2  . UU3 . Its subgroup C K s Z has order 3. The group K invertsW 3
 2 . U U  2 .U UC K rZ and centralizes Z . Hence C K cannot be cyclic and itsW 3 3 W
element q U has order 3. Commutation in W U induces a Z -bilinear map3
q qU qU U :f : Z W , K = q ª Z .  .1 3
2 w  .U xqthat preserves the action of K . Since Z W , K is an irreducible1
 2 .  U:q  2 .Z K -module of dimension 2 and q is an irreducible Z K -mod-3 3
 2 .ule of dimension 1, their tensor product is an irreducible Z K -module3
of dimension 2. Hence f is trivial. It follows that W U is elementary abelian
and satisfies
U U w U x U w x UW s Z = W , K ( Z = W , K s Z = W .3 3 3
PROPOSITION 4.1.4. Commutation in W U induces a nondegenerate K-1
U U  .U U Uin¨ariant bilinear map W rW = Z W rZ ª Z .1 1 3 3
Proof. The group W U is abelian by Proposition 4.1.3. So commutation
in W U induces a K-invariant bilinear map1
qq qUU U U Ue : W rW = Z W rZ ª Z . .  .  . .1 1 3 3
 U U .q   .U U .q w xSince W rW and Z W rZ are both simple Z K -modules, e1 1 3 3
w  .U xis either trivial or nondegenerate. Suppose it is trivial. Then Z W , K is1
U U  .Ua normal subgroup of W , complementary to Z in Z W . We use bars1 3 1
U U Uw xto denote images modulo this normal subgroup. Then W s Z = W , K .3
U Uw x  :Note that W , K s q ( Q.
UCommutation in W now induces a K-invariant, Z -bilinear map1 3
q q qU U U U Uf : W rW = W rZ ª Z . .  .  .1 3 3
U U q .  .Since W r W is a two-dimensional irreducible Z K -module,1 3
U U q .  .W r Z is an irreducible one-dimensional Z K -module, and their3 3
 .tensor product is a two-dimensional irreducible Z K -module, it follows3
U Uw xthat f has to be trivial. Hence the subgroup W , K is normal in W .1
We use another bar to denote images modulo the normal subgroup
U U U U Uw xW ,K of W . We get W s Z ( Z . Commutation in W induces a1 3 3 1
K-invariant bilinear map
q q q
U U Ug : W rZ = W rZ ª Z . .  .  .1 3 1 3 3
U q q .  .  . But the simple Z K -module W r Z ( W rW is not self-dual see3 1 3 1
U.Lemma 4.1.1 . Therefore g is trivial and W is abelian.1
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U U Uw x w xThis implies that W s Z = W , K by 10, III.13.4 . So the inverse1 3 1
U U Uw ximage of W , K is a complement to Z in W . That is not true since W1 3 1 1
is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G and ZU does not have a complement in 3 ? G.3
So we must have a nondegenerate commutator map W UrW U =1
 .U U UZ W rZ ª Z .1 3 3
4.2. The Radical 3-Chains and Their Normalizers
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. There are exactly four conjugacy classes of radical
3-chains in G. These classes of radical 3-chains are represented by the
following chains. For each chain we list its normalizer NU in GU.
C : 1, NU s GU0
U UC : 1 - W , N ( W i Z1 1 1 8
U UC : 1 - Q, N ( Z = Q = A : 2 ( Z = N C .  . .1, 0 3 6 2 3 G 1, 0
U UC : 1 - Q - W , N ( Z = Q = Z W i Z ( Z = N C . .  . . .2 3 1 8 3 G 2
Proof. That there are exactly four conjugacy classes of radical 3-chains
follows from Proposition 3.1.5. The normalizers of C and C split over1, 0 2
ZU because their common Sylow 3-subgroup W U splits by Proposition3
4.1.3.
LEMMA 4.2.2. There are 17 irreducible characters of 3 ? G lying o¨er o¨er
a fixed nontri¨ ial linear character r of ZU. Their degrees form a multiset3 3
 2 2 3 2 2 418 , 153 , 171 , 324, 1215 , 1530 , 2736, 2754, 2907, 3060, 3078 . The charac-
ters with degrees 18, 18, 153, 153, 171, 171, 171, 1530, 1530, 2736, 2907, and
3060 belong to the principal 3-block BU of 3 ? G with defect 6. The0
characters with degrees 324, 2754, and 3078 belong to a different 3-block BU1
with defect 2. The two characters with degree 1215 each belong to a separate
3-block with ZU as a defect group. The following holds:3
U <k 3 ? G, B , 4 r s 12 .0 3
U <k 3 ? G, B , 2 r s 3. .1 3
 U < .The integer k 3 ? G, B , d r is zero for all other ¨alues of i and d.i 3
w xProof. Directly from 1, p. 83 and the usual formula for characters in
blocks.
 .LEMMA 4.2.3. The normalizer N C of the chain C has 12 irreducible3?G 1 1
characters lying o¨er a gi¨ en nontri¨ ial linear character r of ZU. Their3 3
 8 44degrees form the multiset 9 , 18 . All these characters belong to the principal
U  . U3-block b of N C which induces the block B . The following holds:1 3?G 1 0
U <k N C , B , 4 r s 12. . .3?G 1 0 3
  . < .The integer k N C , B , d r is zero for all other ¨alues of i and d.3?G 1 i 3
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 U .  U .Proof. Since C W s Z W , all characters belong to the principalG 1 1
 .U Ublock by Proposition 1.2.2. The subgroup Z W is normal in W i K. So1 1
we can apply Clifford theory to this normal subgroup. The nontrivial linear
U  .Ucharacter r of Z has nine extensions to the abelian group Z W . It3 3 1
follows from Proposition 4.1.4 that the group W U permutes these exten-1
sions transitively with W U as the stabilizer of each extension. One of them,
say rU , is also fixed by K. Hence rU has W U i K as its stabilizer in
 . U U U UN C . One extension l of r to W is fixed by K. Thus l extends3?G 1
to eight linear characters of W U i K which induce eight characters of
degree 9 in W U i K. The other two extensions lU , lU of rU to W U are1 1 2
interchanged by any element of K y K 2. The stabilizer of lU is W U i K 2.1
The four linear extensions of lU to this stabilizer induce four irreducible1
characters of W U i K, each of degree 18.1
Since the normalizers of C and C split over ZU the following two1, 0 2 3
lemmas follow directly from Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.5.1.
 .LEMMA 4.2.4. There are 18 irreducible characters of N C lying o¨er3?G 1, 0
a fixed nontri¨ ial character r of ZU. Their degrees form the multiset3 3
 2 4 2 5 2 41 , 2, 8 , 9 , 10 , 16 , 18, 20 . All these characters belong to the principal
block b 0U , which induces BU , except the two characters of degree 9 and the1, 0 0
character of degree 18, which belong to a block b1U inducing BU. So1, 0 1
U <k N C , B , 4 r s 15 . .3?G 1, 0 0 3
U <k N C , B , 2 r s 3. . .3?G 1, 0 1 3
  . U < .The integer k N C , B , d r is zero for all other ¨alues of i and d.3?G 1, 0 i 3
0U  .Proof. The principal 3-block b of N C induces the principal1, 0 3?G 1, 0
block B of 3 ? G by Proposition 1.2.3. It follows from Lemma 3.4.1 that0
1U  . U Uthe other 3-block b of N C has Q ( Z = Q as a defect group.1, 0 3?G 1, 0 3
 .  U .  .Since N C s N Q as a defect group. Since N C s3?G 1, 0 3?G 3?G 1, 0
 U . w xN Q , Brauer's first main theorem on blocks 7, III.9.7 implies that3?G
b1U induces a 3-block of 3 ? G having QU as a defect group. This 3-block1, 0
can only be B .1
 .LEMMA 4.2.5. There are 15 irreducible characters of N C lying o¨er a3?G 2
fixed nontri¨ ial character r of ZU. Their degrees form the multiset3 3
  .  8 4 34deg N C s 1 , 2 , 8 . All these characters belong to the principal 3-3?G 2
block bU which induces the principal 3-block BU. So2 0
U <k N C , B , 4 r s 15. . .G 2 0 3
  . U < .The integer k N C , B , d r is zero for all other ¨alues of i and d.G 2 i 3
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.5.1.
4.3. The Projecti¨ e Conjecture for 3 ? G and p s 3
The results of the previous section will give us
THEOREM 4.3.1. The projecti¨ e conjecture 1.4.2 holds for Z ? G s 3 ? G
s 3 ? J and the prime p s 3.3
Proof. We fix a faithful irreducible character r s r of ZU s Z. Since3 3
ZU is its own Sylow 3-subgroup, it follows from Lemma 4.2.2. that the only3
blocks BU of 3 ? G not having ZU as a defect group are B and B .3 0 1
According to Proposition 4.2.1 there are four conjugacy classes of
 .radical 3-chains represented by C , C , C , and C . Hence Eq. 1.4.30 1 1, 0 2
which we must verify is
U < U <k N C , B , d r y k N C , B , d r .  . .  .3?G 0 i 3 3?G 1 i 3
U < U <y k N C , B , d r q k N C , B , d r s 0 ) .  .  . .  .3?G 1, 1 i 3 3?G 2 i 3
for any d ) 0 and i s 1, 2. By Lemmas 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4,2.4, and 4.2.5 the left
 .side of ) for i s 1 and d s 4 is
12 y 12 y 15 q 15 s 0.
 .The same lemmas imply that the left side of ) for i s 2 and d s 2 is
3 y 0 y 3 q 0 s 0.
 .For any other values of i and d the left side of ) is
0 y 0 y 0 q 0 s 0.
 .Hence ) holds in all cases.
4.4. The Projecti¨ e Conjecture for 3 ? G and p s 2
w xFrom 1 we know that:
LEMMA 4.4.1. There are 17 irreducible characters of 3 ? G lying o¨er a
fixed nontri¨ ial linear character r of ZU. They all belong to a single 2-block3 3
U  2 2 3 2B of 3 ? G. Their degrees form the multiset 18 , 153 , 171 , 324, 1215 ,
2 41530 , 2736, 2754, 2907, 3060, 3078 . The following holds:
U <k 3 ? G, B , 7 r s 8 .3
U <k 3 ? G, B , 6 r s 6 .3
U <k 3 ? G, B , 5 r s 2 .3
U <k 3 ? G, B , 4 r s 0 .3
U <k 3 ? G, B , 3 r s 1. .3
 U < .The integer k 3 ? G, B , d r is zero for all other ¨alues of d.3
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w xProof. Directly from 1, p. 83 .
THEOREM 4.4.2. The projecti¨ e conjecture 1.4.2 holds for Z ? G s 3 ? G
s 3 ? J and the prime p s 2.3
Proof. If C is a radical 3-chain of G with length ) 0, then it follows
 .from Proposition 2.3.2 that a 3-Sylow subgroup Y of N C is elementaryG
w xabelian. By the proof of 12, Lemma 5.8 this implies that Y is G-conjugate
to a subgroup of W. We know from Proposition 4.1.3 that W U splits over
 .  .U UZ . Hence N C s N C splits over Z . So, the degrees of irre-3 3?G G 3
 .ducible characters of N C lying over a fixed nontrivial character of Z3?G 3
 .are the same as the degrees of the irreducible characters of N C .G
According to Proposition 2.3.2 there are eight conjugacy classes of
radical 2-chains in G, represented by C , C , C , C , C , C , C ,0, 1 1, 1 1, 2 2, 1 1, 3 2, 2 2, 3
 .and C . So Eq. 1.4.3 which we need to verify is1, 4
U < U <k N C , B , d r y k N C , B , d r .  . .  .3?G 0, 1 3 3?G 1, 1 3
U < U <y k N C , B , d r q k N C , B , d r .  . .  .3?G 1, 2 3 3?G 2, 1 3
U < U <y k N C , B , d r q k N C , B , d r .  . .  .3?G 1, 3 3 3?G 2, 2 3
U < U <q k N C , B , d r y k N C , B , d r s 0, ) .  .  . .  .3?G 2, 3 3 3?G 1, 4 3
for any d ) 0. By Lemmas 4.4.1, 2.5.1, 2.6.1, 2.7.1., 2.8.1, and 2.9.1 the left
 .side of ) is
8 y 8 y 0 q 0 y 8 q 8 q 8 y 8 s 0 for d s 7;
6 y 6 y 16 q 16 y 2 q 2 q 2 y 2 s 0 for d s 6;
2 y 6 y 0 q 0 y 2 q 6 q 6 y 6 s 0 for d s 5;
0 y 0 y 3 q 3 y 3 q 3 q 3 y 3 s 0 for d s 4;
1 y 0 y 0 q 0 y 1 q 0 q 0 y 0 s 0 for d s 3.
For all other values of d and all radical 2-chains C of G the number
  . U < .  .k N C , B , d r is zero. Hence ) holds for all d, and the theorem is3?G 3
proved.
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